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ABSTRACT:
Since the advent of digital video editing and projection,
multimedia presentation in the concert space is no longer
exclusive to the music of stadium-sized popular music
events. Increasingly, many in the field of "New Music" - a
phrase often associated with abstract and potentially
audience-alienating sonic explorations - are moving
towards the realm of mixed media presentation, opening
up a plethora of interactive possibilities between the
associations made by the audience between sight and
sound. Examples of this trend include performances across
the spectrum of New Music such as Sensorband (Edwin
van der Heide, Zbigniew Karkowski and Atau Tanaka),
Nico Muhly, Leafcutter John, and more. This paper
investigates several different approaches to constructing
visual accompaniments to interact with music
performance, ultimately exploring the use of these ideas in
my own works in relation to the construction a musical
narrative and orientating the listener to experience a piece
of music in an intended light.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the use of film and video
components to affect how an audience will perceive a
work, and the narrative possibilities that open up through
this use of mixed media. Through the process of the
audience perceiving film and music as interacting with one
another, we are able to orientate the listener to think about
thematic elements not possible with a purely musical
performance.
In this paper I have limited this discussion to
sound works that utilize visual materials to create meaning
to the music, or to inform a particular way to listening to
the music. This should be considered separate to the work
of filmmakers that utilize experimental soundtracks and to
artists that seek to represent sound data in a visual way
(sonification). While within the sphere of new music – a
phrase often associated with abstract and potentially
audience-alienating sonic explorations – there are a
number of practitioners that support or oppose the use of
extra-musical material, this paper will primarily focus on
an analysis on several different approaches in the works of
artists that do utilize multimedia elements, and not engage
in a debate on the pros and cons of multimedia work per
se.

sound performance entails some form of visual listening as
audiences construct relationships between what they see
and what they hear.” [2] While for some the physicality of
the performers on stage is enough, the use of extra-musical
material can be an important way for the artist to sculpt the
audience’s perception and interpretation of a musical
work. One of the central elements of music is the
relationship that exists in movements between consonance
and dissonance to generate interest, narrative and
structure. By introducing a visual element to a
performance the artist has an extended vocabulary with
which to utilize these elements of tension and release.
Kathleen Maloney explains that all audiences
experience a relationship between sound and image, and
that this relationship is largely built from their own
preconceived associations – an audiovisual illusion.
“Audiences accept the idea of the audiovisual
illusion and therefore approach their listening with the
idea that there is a purposeful, or even real, link between
sound and image. It is as if this audiovisual illusion
precedes any relationship between sound and image in the
sense that audiences assume or accept the illusion that
what they see on screen relates to what they hear.” [2]
The key element that unites the practice of all
audio-visual artists is this exploration of this interactive
relationship between what is seen and what is heard, a
relationship that exists through the act of observation. The
approach investigated in this paper is demonstrated by
musicians and artists that utilize film and imagery, usually
projected on or around them, to play with the audience’s
perception of the interaction occurring between sight and
sound.
3. VISUALS IN REACTION – ALVA NOTO

Perhaps the most common approach to the creation of
visual accompaniment for live music performance is the
use of visual material that has a clear and obvious
interactive relationship to sound and music – that is visuals
that noticeably react to changes in the construction of
sound. While it would have always been possible to
synchronize sound and music, in the last 30 years
technology has grown to the extent that these relationships
are now much easier to realize. The accessibility of live
video in the 80’s liberated practitioners from the
restrictions of film stock, and the development of video
synthesis helped to break distinctions between sound and
image even further. [1]
“By the late 90s, complex vision mixing (and
2. WHY?
generating) techniques, which previously required bulky
As human beings we are unable to escape the visual. We and expensive equipment, were becoming achievable
are always watching and as much as we might fight it, “all through the use of laptops and object-based programming

software such as Max/MSP, Nato, Jitter and Pure Data.”
[1]
Because of the relative ease with which these
results can be attained, the use of visuals to responds to
auditory stimulus is perhaps the most common form of
audio-visual association, being utilized everywhere from
popular music performances by bands such as Nine Inch
Nails to sound and visual art performances such as those
of Scott Arford [2]. The implementation of this extramusical association creates a highly immersive
environment for perceiving sound and creating
association. While the use of visuals that react to sound is
perhaps comparatively widespread, it is the work of Alva
Noto which, I find, to exemplify this approach in
constructing an interactive relationship between music and
visuals.
Carsten Nicolai is an audio-visual artist, better
known as his performance alias Alva Noto, who:
“…seeks to overcome the separation of the art
forms and genres by trying to endeavor a holistic artistic
approach. Thus he seeks to overcome the separation of the
sensual perceptions of man … by making sound and light
frequencies perceivable for both eyes and ears to sensitize
the viewer to the connection of different sensory levels.”
[6]
To this end, Noto’s music performances rely
upon highly synchronized and reactive visual elements. Of
his numerous releases, Noto’s 2008 release ‘unitxt’ stands
out to be the most obvious in the live relationship between
visuals and sound. Noto’s ‘unitxt’ is a project that is more
preoccupied with dense, complicated glitch beats than
Noto’s other releases, which makes it perhaps the easiest
to understand the relationship between sight and sound.
Noto’s live performance of this work has taken numerous
forms, reaching arguably its most reactive form when
Noto involved the software company Derivitive, to expand
upon his original visual experimentations.

rendered through line, waves, and colour that expand on
the spectrum of audio-reactive visuals by explaining their
creation through touchdesigner's uniquely designed user
interface.” [7]
The use of visuals in reaction to music results is a
completely immersive concert experience where sight and
sound take on an interactive quality. The tension and
release of the music is created in conjunction with both
audio and visual elements and as such, are heightened by
their entwined relationship.
4. VISUALS IN OPPOSITION – EDGARD VARESE

Perhaps less common is the practice of using visual
material that opposes the music. In this case, instead of
creating an immersive environment for experiencing
music, contrary stimuli constantly challenges the audience
as elements of sound and film challenge the interactive
relationship an audience might take for granted. This
conflict continually reminds an audience that they are
watching a performance. Several composers have
championed the use of visual material that works in
opposition to the music, perhaps the most notable being
Edgard Varese who outlined his ideas of audio-visual
relationships in relation to his planned multimedia work
‘Deserts’.
‘Deserts’ is a landmark musical work. Its
combination of orchestral instruments and electronic tape
manipulations was groundbreaking for the time. However,
the piece was intended to be accompanied by a film
component, and it is Varese’s philosophy as to how the
interplay between music and film functions that makes
‘Deserts’ an interesting piece to consider from an
interactive audio-visual perspective. In describing the
piece in 1954, Varese said:
“Visual image and organized sound will not
duplicate each other. For the most part light and sound
will work in opposition in such a way as to give the
maximum emotional reaction. Sometimes they will join for
dramatic effect and in order to create a feeling of unity.
Such contrasts achieved through the synchronization of
simultaneous, unrelated elements would create a
dissociation of ideas which would excite the imagination
and stimulate the emotions.” [3]
While the broad use of opposing elements of
sight and sound, as well as the specific synchronized use
of unrelated sound and image, may be jarring to an
audience, this conflict creates a sense of immediacy in the
work. The use of opposing sound and visuals creates a
Live performance of Alva Noto’s ‘Unitxt’, with visual
unique interactive relationship between these elements,
depictions of the sounds projected in the performance space
giving the composer a new method of creating a sense of
The entire ‘unitxt’ project is built upon the use of conflict and resolution in the music while encouraging the
raw digital data as audio and visual material, to which audience to examine the work to derive the intended
Derivitive’s involvement takes this visualization one step relationship between these mixed media elements.
further:
5. TEXTURE AS NARRATIVE – CURTIS
“The resulting visuals reveal and present the
ROADS/BRIAN O’REILLY
underlying compository structures of the original livevisualization that is based on the visualization of data as
represented through audio waveforms. The visuals are a In 2005, Curtis Roads released Point Line Cloud, a
literal translation of sonic data boldly and graphically collection of granular synthesis works that were

accompanied by visualization by Brian O’Reilly. In an
interview with vbs.tv, Curtis Roads described the role of
narrative in his music:
“For me, composing is about telling a story. The
sounds are born, they live, they change, they meet other
sounds, they collide, one sound destroys another, they
merge together, they get married, they get divorced, they
get unstable, they change identity, they mutate and then
they die. So it’s all about a narrative, it’s a narrative
about sounds.”[5]
O’Reilly’s visual accompaniment for Point Line
Cloud appears to draw from Roads’ own microsound
explorations. Utilizing a vast range of techniques and
materials (from video feedback, analogue video synthesis,
software manipulation and more), O’Reilly manipulates
blurred and distorted images, a mixture of video and
synthetic visual creations, and in doing so is able to give
Roads’ microsonic narratives a visual representation that
helps make the trajectory of the sound clearer.
Half Life: Sonal Atoms utilizes perhaps the most
obvious visual material. Here, minimal visual material (a
few seconds of video footage) is manipulated to create a
winding, turning vision with a narrative function of its
own. Stefanie Ku describes this vision:
“…rhythm and texture seem to be the two
primary associations between image and sound. Roads’
meticulously edited pulsar trains and their granular
filtrations propel the audience through a visceral sonic
vortex while O’Reilly’s incorporation of video feedback
techniques intensifies the velocity at which the audience is
accelerated through the manipulated footage of a tunnel.”
[4]

A still from Brian O’Reilly’s visual accompaniment for
Curtis Roads’ ‘Sonal Atoms: Part 1’

This description probably best describes the
movement captured in the audio-visual association on a
macroscopic level. Beyond this overall sense of
momentum is a complex array of associative visual and
audio elements. There is repetition in both the audio and
video that the audience is exposed to, however often the
transition between elements is so quick that it can be
difficult to determine what these relationships are.
However, it is clear that there must be one. As elements
are repeated, some synchronized with a particular sound or
range of sounds, others floating loosely and alternating
freely, an interactive narrative between these visuals and
Roads’ music is exposed. The use of distorted, textural

visuals allows for a unique relationship to be created
between sound and visuals. Here there is no predetermined
relationship between what is being seen and its
relationship to the audio, rather because the visual material
is obtuse in nature, the audience is able to draw its own
conclusion as to how the textures relates in meaning to
audio. In this way, through the perceived interactive
relationship between sight and sound, the use of visual
textures create an open ended narrative, one with which
the audience is able to draw their own, unique meanings
from.
6. INTERACTIVE ELEMENTS AT WORK – TORN
Torn is the fourth part of a suite of five pieces I
wrote in 2011 entitled Like Fireflies. While the other
pieces that Like Fireflies comprises of are for
combinations of acoustic instruments and electronics, Torn
is unique in that it is purely a tape composition created
from manipulations of extended vocal techniques. The
process of creating this work was in itself highly reliant in
a degree of interactivity between sound and visuals. The
visual element was created first, a chaotic visual feedbackstyle abstraction of source video, modeled on broken TV
visual effects and taken to the extreme. Two vocalists
were then instructed to vocalize their reactions to the
shifting image. These vocalizations were the source audio
that the piece would be constructed from. Thus, the
building blocks of the piece come from an interactive
relationship between performer and visual medium,
meaning that the two elements are inherently related to
one another.

A still from the visual accompaniment for ‘Torn’

The resulting recordings were then arranged and
manipulated into a tape composition that creates a
movement of tension and release, not through conventions
of harmony but through changes in the intensity of sounds
and the purity, or impurity, of the vocal content. The
visual material is not synchronized to specific events,
rather it creates a sense of motion and activity for the
sound to play off. For the audience, the scattered,
uncontrollable vocal activity interacts with a rhythmically
repetitive distorted visual medium, the two elements
working together through their presentation alongside one
another. The visual projection gradually changes in hue,
becoming increasingly lighter over the course of the piece,
as the music becomes thicker. The final impression is one

of an interactive sound world, where music and visuals
coexist gradually propelling one-another forward.
And so, through this conflict we are able to hint
at the underlying exploration of the destruction and rebirth
that thematically underpins the work. A narrative also
forms through the gradual development of all stimuli over
time, and through the awkward juxtaposition of
increasingly lighter and more transcendental imagery with
louder cries and shrieks, closing with a sudden ending, the
audience is left in a state of limbo, the lack of resolution in
the work is made physical, and stronger, through the
appeal to multiple stimuli.
7. MUSIC AND VISUAL INTERACTION IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING – PEOPLE
ARE AFRAID TO MERGE ON THE HIGHWAY
People Are Afraid To Merge On The Highway is a piece
for small ensemble that I wrote in 2011. Consisting of a
repeating 6-chord progression, musically the composition
is an exploration of stasis. But when placed in the context
of the visual accompaniment the piece is opened up to
explore the central theme of isolation.

and video it is possible to point the audience towards key
thematic ideas not necessarily evident otherwise in the
music.
8. CONCLUSION
The visual element of performance is
inescapable; performance is inherently perceived visually
by an audience, interacting with the individual, or group of
musicians, and constructing meaning from all available
stimuli. Since this visual element is always present, one
could put forward the argument that if we ignore this, we
are losing a key element that allows the audience to create
meaning from our work. While the use of extra-musical
elements can help create a more immersive environment
or clearly outline abstract musical structures, this
interactive relationship can also add meaning to or open
the sound to a more abstract way of listening to the music.
The use of extra-musical elements can provide a sense of
narrative or facilitate an extra layer of meaning that can
provide a number of different ways for the audience to
experience the music and to obtain meaning from the
work.
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